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Thank you for choosing the Pure Vision, from Road Angel.
As our roads become busier, more congested and more
regulated, staying alert to road and traffic conditions is a
challenge to everyone. Even the most conscientious driver
can have a momentary lapse of concentration that could
easily lead to an accident or a fine & points.
The Road Angel Pure Vision requires a subscription to
function and the Pure Vision is supplied with a complimentary, limited, subscription. There are various subscription options available, 12, 24 and 36 months
LIVE DATA: The LIVE DATA subscription is required to get
all the great features and benefits from the Alerts Database
and Road Speed Library.
LIVE DATA + SMART MOTORWAYS: The SMART
MOTORWAYS subscription is an additional "bolt-on" that
brings real time live gantry variable speed limit information
to the Pure.
To purchase a subscription package, visit your online
account at https://www.roadangelgroup.com or call
0330 320 3030
The safety of you and your passengers is our prime consideration and we trust that for all the miles you drive, your
Road Angel Pure Vision will enhance the safety and
enjoyment of your journey. We are pleased to have you as
a valued customer and hope you will be delighted with your
Road Angel Pure Vision. Having listened to our customers
we think the new features will make this product your
perfect driving companion.
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What’s In The Box

Pure Vision
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Getting Started
For safety reasons the Pure Vision is shipped with
the battery in a discharged state. To charge and
condition the battery, the unit must be charged for
2-3 hours, on the supplied mains or vehicle charger.
During this initial charge this an ideal opportunity to
update the on board firmware (if required) safety
camera data and road speed limits.

Pure Vision
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Scan QR Code
for Full User Guide
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